Download Manual 12x36 Atlas Lathe
Scott's Atlas / Craftsman 12x36 (12x54) 101.07403 Lathe ...
This was a Craig's list deal I was lucky to stumble upon. Could have gone for over twice the price offered. I
wanted a lathe for R/C planes (modifying engines) and making parts for old bikes, mowers and cars.

Atlas Craftsman Lathe Resource CD
Operating Instructions and Parts List for Craftsman Six-Inch Turning Lathe Model Number 101.21400. Eight
page PDF copy of the original manual for the 101.21400 Sears Atlas Lathe with description, operation and
controls, adjustments, cutting speeds, reading the gear chard, mounting the work; cutting tool bits, indexing,
threading, lubrication, and several pages of detailed parts diagrams with ...

WTB: Atlas Clausing lathe parts
I have an Atlas Clausing 12x36 lathe, model 111 that I need some parts for. Q526 72-T gear Q530 75-T gear
DL455 back gib DL457 crosslide gib I have checked on ebay, but have not found anything for my particular
lathe yet.

Home Shop Machinist Hall of Fame
Home Shop Machinist Hall of Fame [ Hall of Fame, Pt 2 ] [ Hall of Fame, Pt 3 ] [ Hall of Fame, Pt 4 ] Check
out these photos and short bios of home shop machinists that I was really impressed by.

South Bend 10L
I just picked up a South Bend 10L. On the gearcase cover it states: Model 10L Bed Lenth 3 1/2 Serial No.
8187ZN. There is the serial No. on the bed 144197 RGG under that there is a US with a ship ancor like the
Navy and WBI. Was going to sell on CL but it has a large spindle hole and might be a good ...

DeWalt Products Co.
PLEASE NOTE: VintageMachinery.org was founded as a public service to amateur and professional
woodworkers who enjoy using and/or restoring vintage machinery. Our purpose is to provide information about
vintage machinery that is generally difficult to locate. VintageMachinery.org does not provide support or parts
for any machines on this site nor do we represent any manufacturer listed on this ...

